
 

 

CHAU-SHI Series 
CHANG WAH Open 

TOURNAMENT INFORMATION 

2024/3/27~30 

1. Host Venue Hsin Yi Golf Club 

No.1, Xinyi Rd., Dashu Dist., Kaohsiung City 840, Taiwan 

https://hsinyigolf.com.tw/ 

2. Schedule of Events Mon 25 Mar Players Arrival / Registration / Official Practice 

Tue 26 Mar Pro-Am  / Official Practice TBC 
 

Wed 27 Mar Round 1 
 

Thu 28 Mar Round 2 
 

Fri 29 Mar Round 3 
 

Sat 30 Mar Round 4 

3. Prize Money NTD$ 3,000,000 

4. Official Hotel E-Da Royal Hotel-No 153, Sec 1 Xuecheng Rd, Kaohsiung, Taiwan  

Single room (one large bed): Weekdays NT$2,900, weekends NT$4,000 (No BF). 

Double room (two small beds): Weekdays NT$2,900, weekends NT$4,000 (No BF). 

Please inform in advance if you require a room with two single beds. 

E-Da Skylark Hotel-No. 100, Yida 8th St., Dashu Dist., Kaohsiung, Taiwan 

Single room (one large bed): Weekdays NT$2,400, weekends NT$3,500 (No BF). 

Double room (two small beds): Weekdays NT$2,600, weekends NT$3,700 (No BF). 

Family Room (a large bed and two small beds) Weekdays : NT$3,500. (No BF). 

Please contact Manager Lingo Lin directly for special rates. 

Reservation: +886 975-593-756 or TEL: (+886 7) 656-8606 ext. 8019 

Email: s1022@edaskylark.com.tw 

Reservation code: Participants of events held by the TPGA at Hsin Yi Golf Club. 

Weekdays are defined as Sunday to Friday, and weekends are defined as Saturday. 

 

G SHOCK MOTEL- No. 17, Linsen Rd., Jiuru Township, Pingtung County 

https://booking.owlting.com/e86f169c-dcaa-4409-9096-
55507d772797?lang=zh_TW&start=2024-02-22&end=2024-02-
23&adult=1&child=0&infant=0 

Single room (one large bed): Weekdays NT$1,600, Friday NT$1,900 (With BF). 

Quad room (two large beds): Weekdays NT$2,600, Saturday NT$3,500 (With BF). 

https://booking.owlting.com/e86f169c-dcaa-4409-9096-55507d772797?lang=zh_TW&start=2024-02-22&end=2024-02-23&adult=1&child=0&infant=0
https://booking.owlting.com/e86f169c-dcaa-4409-9096-55507d772797?lang=zh_TW&start=2024-02-22&end=2024-02-23&adult=1&child=0&infant=0
https://booking.owlting.com/e86f169c-dcaa-4409-9096-55507d772797?lang=zh_TW&start=2024-02-22&end=2024-02-23&adult=1&child=0&infant=0


 

 

5. Organizer TPGA 

6. Tournament Sponsors CWE Group 

7. Registration Process 1. Players are kindly requested to complete the registration process by uploading their 
information via Google Forms in the LINE communication group named "2024 TPGA Annual 
Ranking Qualifying Tournament " before 5:00 PM on Wednesday, March 6, 2024. 

2. Professional players who have not participated in the 2024 TPGA Annual Ranking 
Qualifying Tournament but are invited to join will be contacted by Willow from the domestic 
tournament office. LINE ID: TPGA888. 

Deadline: Wednesday 6 March 17:00 

8. Register 1. Tournament Office; Pay Entry Fee and 2 rounds Green Fee when registration  

Cash Only 

2. Entry Fee: Pro members-NTD$ 2,000, non-members-NTD$ 3,000 

Green Fee: NTD$ 2,210 

Players arriving late MUST inform the Tour by EMAIL 

3. If unable to register in person, players may authorize someone else to register and pay all 
tournament fees on their behalf. 

4. All players must pay the fees by Monday, March 27, 2024. 

5. In case of symptoms such as cold, flu, or COVID-19, it is essential to maintain personal 
hygiene and wear a mask as necessary. 

9. Withdraw Deadline: Monday 11 March 17:00 

10. Participants Professional Players. 
Field: 144 players 

11. Format of Play Stroke play tournament over four rounds of 18 holes with cut after 36 holes to 

leading 50 professionals plus ties. 

12. Practice Range 1. Practice range fee: NTD$50 for a box 30 balls. One box per person only. 

2. Beside the tee 10 : Open an hour before first group until the last group finishes. 

3. Practice green: On the left in front of the station.  

Practice chipping: On the right in front of the station. 

4. Wood clubs are prohibited; only irons within 180 yards may be used for practice, and 
grass areas are available for practice. 

5. Cheng Guan Yuan Practice Range offers complimentary practice for players from March 
25th to March 29th. 

6. Participants are responsible for maintaining the condition of the venue during the 
competition and must avoid causing any damage. 

13. Caddies / Bag Carriers All players must use Club caddies. 

14. Locker Room Lockers are available without a deposit. Players are responsible for keeping their access 
cards safe during their stay. After the event, return the access card to the course. In case of 
loss, a replacement fee of NT$2,000 will be charged. 

15. Bag Storage No bag storage available 



 

 

16. Shorts Policy Shorts are permitted in Course but NOT during Pro-Am and awards ceremony 

17. Physios During the last two rounds, Physiotherapists will be available free of charge in the men's 
locker room to provide treatment for players. 

18. Pro-Am Pro-Am will take place on Tuesday, 26 March 

Tee Time Start (1 tee): 11:30 shut-gun - Format of Play: Modified Scramble 

19. Shuttle Buses None. 

20. Yardage Book NTD$ 600 for each , Cash Only. 

21. Distance Measuring 
Devices 

NOT be permitted. 

22. Spectator Guidelines 1. During the four rounds, spectators must visit the front desk, provide their information, 
and exchange it for a spectator pass. 

2. A insurance fee of NT$30 is required. Spectators should prioritize their safety and be 
cautious when walking on concrete pathways. 

3. Proper attire is required, including flat-soled sports shoes or casual shoes. Clothing should 
be formal and neat, and going shirtless is not allowed. 

4. Parents accompanying young children are kindly requested to pay special attention to 
their safety and behavior. 

5. It is essential to strictly adhere to the spectator guidelines. Spectators, including players' 
family members, are not permitted to use golf carts while on the course. 

23. Dining Policies 1. During the competition, all purchases at the store must be made using a consumption 
card. Please settle the bill in cash at the counter daily. 

2. Bringing outside food into the clubhouse is strictly prohibited during the competition. 

3. Outside food may be consumed at the large stone table area in front of the station, 
ensuring that the tables are kept clean and tidy. 



 

 

24. Practice Day Guidelines 1. Before the week: Green fees and caddie fees are based on the course's standard rates. 
Discounted prices of NT$2,010 (4 players per caddie) and NT$2,110 (3 players per caddie) 
are available on weekdays. 

2. Official Practice Days: 

   - March 25, 2024 (Monday): Morning session from 7:00 AM to 8:00 AM for the first 18 
groups, afternoon session from 11:15 AM to 11:45 AM for the first 10 groups. 

   - March 26, 2024 (Tuesday): Morning session from 6:45 AM to 7:30 AM for the first 10 
groups.  

Players who have not passed the 6th or 15th hole by 11:00 AM must return to the 
clubhouse. Caddie fees are based on the golf course's arrangement, and payment should be 
made directly at the clubhouse counter after practice. 

3. All participating players must make reservations with the course in advance. The course 
reserves the right to deny access to those without reservations. Double-sided tee-off is 
implemented on the practice range, must follow the rules. 

4. Reservations require a minimum of 3 people, and groups of 2 must be combined with 
guests. 

5. Caddies are assigned based on the golf course's arrangement. Players should prepare at 
the tee before teeing off. When practicing, players must adhere to the golf course 
regulations and avoid excessive practice that may affect others' pace of play and rights. 

7. When hitting onto the green area from the tee or fairway, players are not allowed to 
practice a second shot. 

8. To book a tee time, by the golf course's Line ID: 076565280. 

25. Eligiblity 1. Professional players ranked within the top 60 in prize money on the 2023 Taiwan Tour. 

2. Professional players who have won any of the four major in Taiwan since 2015. 

3. Top 5 players in prize money ranking from the 2023 ThreeBond TPGA Challenge. 

4. 15% of the total participants will be invited by the organizers (Chairman Chau-Shi Wong, 
Changhua Group, and TPGA). 

5. Two professional or amateur players will be recommended by the co-organizer (Hsin Yi 
Golf Club), accounting for the above-mentioned 4%. 

6. Nine amateur players (3 from CTGA, 3 from Yeangder Amatue, 3 from TPGA). 

7. The top 40 players from the 2024 Taiwan PGA Tour Annual Ranking Qualifying 
Tournament (held at Xinfong Golf Course) based on performance. 

8. Players who did not participate in the above-mentioned 7 events but are recommended 
by the organizers or co-organizers will not counted towards the prize ranking. 

9. The above rule is based on the decision made during the 1st Extraordinary Board of 
Directors Meeting of the 11th Session in 2024. 



 

 

26. Prize Money 

Explanation 

1. Players who are unable to continue the competition due to injury after advancing to the 
finals or who are unable to complete the competition due to significant unexpected 
emergencies, they may receive the prize money equivalent to the last-place finisher 
according to the prize money distribution table for that event. However, this prize money 
will not be counted towards their prize money ranking. 

2. Players who are disqualified (DQ) after advancing to the finals due to violations of 
competition rules will not receive prize money. 

3. For cases mentioned in point 1, a medical diagnosis certificate issued by a doctor from a 
hospital of regional level or above must be submitted within three days of the leave 
request. 

4. The above rules are based on the decision made during the 1st Joint Board of Directors 
Meeting of the 10th Session in 2021. 

27. Others 1. Players in playoff should provide caddies with a tip in a one-on-one arrangement. 

2. In case adverse weather conditions prevent the completion of a round, players must 
compensate caddies with NT$100 per unfinished hole the next day, up to a maximum of 
NT$500 for more than 5 unfinished holes. 

3. Players are responsible for maintaining the condition of the venue during the competition 
and must avoid causing any damage. 

4. Players are required to carry their own golf bags and place them in the designated area 
near the ground-floor station. It is strictly prohibited to place bags in the lobby. 

5. Tournament prize money will be promptly processed and transferred to players' accounts 
via bank transfer after the conclusion of the competition. 

6. During the tournament, including practice days, designated practice days, registration 
days, pre-tournament press conferences, professional-amateur matches, and official 
competition rounds, players must adhere to proper attire etiquette. Wearing round-neck 
shirts and slippers while entering or leaving the golf course is strictly prohibited, and 
violations will be referred to the disciplinary committee for sanctions. 

7. During the four rounds, players are allowed to use carts from green to tee. 

8. The information provided in this summary is subject to final confirmation via 
announcements posted on the bulletin board during the tournament. 

2023 Taiwan Tour Top 60 詹世昌、洪健堯、劉永華、張緯綸、呂偉智、蔡凱任、劉嚴鴻、廖煥鈞、李玠柏、王

偉軒、謝繼賢、葉昱辰、林冠伯、高  藤、賴嘉一、黃  頎、林文堂、呂孫儀、 

蔡啟煌、張哲瑜、蔡雨達、蔡宗佑、陳裔東、林張恆、伴 翔太郎、温楨祥、卓宗霖、 

何勁宏、何祐誠、許育誠、宋孟璋、沙比亞特･馬克、林永龍、謝東宏、邱瀚霆、 

曾豐棟、林耕緯、洪朝鑫、呂文德 52、劉又睿、沈威成、許立朋、葉  甫、王宥崴、 

黃議增、范姜皓詮、丁子軒、林義淵、李士鴻、連騼森、汪德昌、林宸駒、林大銪、

黃冠勳、陳威勝、洪瑞誠、王璽安、林遠惟、林澄洋、黄祥豪  Total of 60 players 

Winner of Taiwan Tour 王偉祥、Warun Ieamgaew、Suteepat Prateeptienchai  Total of 3 players 



 

 

2023 ThreeBond Challenge 
Tour Top 5 

詹頂立、詹佳翰、謝旻軒、林晟毓、蔡辰鍇  Total of 5 players 

2024 Taiwan PGA Tour  

Qualifying School 

蘇晉弘、Phatthara Amornwetcharat、高橋 慶祐、許智凱、黃柏叡、Tawit Polthai、

Gabriele De Barba、葉偉志、Matthew Cheung、陳守成、翁永田、方胤人、吉桑 佑

太、橫田 竜成、中島 徹、彭弘瑾、張宇誠、陳伯豪、劉澤森、方傳崴、石過 功一

郎、上田 敦士、Varanyu Rattanaphiboonkij、黃韋豪、Thitipan Pachuayprakong、光

田 智輝、巫耀微、王士瑞、Aung Sann, Myo、江以安、Worrasorn Suwanpanang、郭

時雨、高橋 周平、曾子豪、汪聰傑、渡邊 龍ノ介、黃泊儒、李威霖、水野 眞惟

智、Christopher Hickman、Puwit Anupansuebsai、Min Wook Gwon、森岡 俊一郎 、

辜柏雲、張簡克諺、許閎軒  Total of 46 players 

 
  



 

 

Prize Money (NTD) 
Total Prize (NTD) 3,000,000 

1 500,000 14 52,000 27 39,000 40 26,000 

2 250,000 15 50,000 28 38,000 41 25,000 

3 160,000 16 49,000 29 37,000 42 24,500 

4 100,000 17 48,000 30 36,000 43 24,000 

5 85,000 18 47,000 31 35,000 44 23,500 

6 80,000 19 46,000 32 34,000 45 23,000 

7 75,000 20 45,500 33 33,000 46 22,500 

8 70,000 21 45,000 34 32,000 47 22,000 

9 65,000 22 44,000 35 31,000 48 21,500 

10 62,000 23 43,000 36 30,000 49 21,000 

11 59,000 24 42,000 37 29,000 50 20,000 

12 56,000 25 41,000 38 28,000   

13 54,000 26 40,000 39 27,000   
10% of the total prize money, will be allocated to the TPGA Tournament Development Fund. 

 
Prize money will be awarded to the top 50 professional players based on their rankings.  

After 2 rounds, if more than 50 players qualify for the next round, the tournament will announce the distribution of 
prize money for those ranked 51st and beyond. If there are too many players with the same score, the total amount 

cannot exceed the remaining prize money of NT$109,500, which will be evenly distributed among those tied. 
 

In the event of a tie for any position other than first place, the prize money for each tied position will be divided equally 
among the players involved. 

 
Prize money is subject to taxation according to the government, with a 10% deduction for players from Taiwan and a 

20% deduction for players from other countries. 
 

For further information, please contact: 
Willow  (TPGA) – Email:taiwan.pga7@gmail.com  / Line: tpga888 


